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To get a second bite at the cherry is always a privilege. I was gratified by the success of the

original Interviewing set, and delighted to be asked to prepare a second. For one thing, I was

very aware of the excellent contributions for which space could not be found in the first set.

These are now in these pages, along with items that emerged as a result of the search

procedures used in making this new selection, involving citation analysis, Internet searches,

and consultation with fellow methodologists. Interviewing methodology has not stood still

and readers will find new topics, and new emphases in established topics. This essay provides

an overview of the structure of the collection, summaries of each item, and reference to

related contributions to the literature.   

Our selection begins with Part I, ‘the history and epistemology’ of interview methods. Platt

(2001) summarises key texts to build up the history of the method. Her focus on the book

literature balances the present collection’s focus on articles. Platt’s comprehensive treatment

details the relation between quantitative and qualitative approaches through the history and

development of interview methodology.

David Riesman was a leading figure in the development of interview methods. Riesman and

Glazer (1948-1949) is a key reference anticipating many contemporary preoccupations,

including the relation of interviewers and interviewees, the holistic approach to analysing

interview data, the need to attend to context, and the chimera of controlling interviewer

effects. Riesman and Glazer advocated a move from survey interviewing’s emphasis on set

answers to set questions to exploration of the ‘latent’ meaning of answers, understood

holistically. They see the survey researcher’s understanding of response in terms of

‘yes/no/don’t know’ as impoverished, perceiving another structure of opinion in which every
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question has many sides to which many perspectives may be applied.

Another of their influential arguments is that surveys draw on a conception of the individual

as ‘a social atom’, one modelled on the middle class ‘responsible citizen’. Instead, they argue

that opinions are deployed to ingratiate rather than being deeply held, and are chiefly

mobilised to satisfy the interviewer’s assumption that all individuals hold opinions. They

maintain that the concern for ‘rapport’ as an index of good interviewing reflects the need of

middle class people to be liked by everybody. Their argument has been taken up by Manning

(2006), who notes the narrowing of participation in qualitative interview-based research,

which increasingly samples respondents similar to the interviewer. Our selection bears

several themes owing their origin to Riesman and Glazer’s thinking, another of which is that

the challenge of interviews is less with administration than with interpretation, and that we

must know something of the interviewer to interpret the interviewee.

A major influence on contemporary understandings of interview methods is the concept of an

'interview society', with which we begin our consideration of epistemology. In their landmark

contribution, Atkinson and Silverman (1997) introduce the concept in respect both of the

widespread use of interviewing in modern societies and the ways in which the interview is

embedded culturally within discourses of individualised subjectivity. They note that survey

researchers see the interview as a means of obtaining reliable and valid data on facts and

attitudes, and qualitative researchers see it as a method for obtaining privileged access to

biographically grounded meanings and experiences. They criticise the special faith implicit in

both perspectives. This leads to the speaking subject being treated as ‘the privileged hero or

heroine of his or her own biography’ (1997: 319), that is, to assume that the accounts people
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offer are somehow independent of the discourses used to create those accounts. They argue

that confessional interviews tend towards a formulaic pattern organised around well-worn

conventions for the production of biographical work. The interview, while seeking to ground

the self in a flow of anecdote giving appearances of authenticity, draws on rituals of

disclosure that produce a rehearsed and routinised narrative.

An equally signal contribution is Holstein and Gubrium’s (1997) idea of  ‘the Active

Interview’. Their essay emphasises the co-construction of the interview, with both parties

playing an always-active part. It also re-assesses qualitative interviewing in the light of

postmodern, constructivist and ethnomethodological concerns. They highlight the blurring of

roles toward a collaborative stance of interviewer and interviewee, with interviewees having

a greater role in defining the situation; openness to alternative modes of representation; and

the use of electronic interview modes.

These contributions have greatly influenced contemporary understandings across many

approaches to interviewing. To get an idea of the range of perspectives, the second section of

Part I begins with Rogers’ (1945) statement of his famous ‘non-directive’ approach, a client-

centred technique developed in counselling interviews to access attitudes without interviewer

bias. Interviewers mirror and re-phrase what respondents say. Rogers offers examples from

attitude surveys, personality research, counselling, and anthropology. Interested readers

might also examine Lasswell (1939), which profiled research applications of Freud’s ‘insight

interview’.

Psychology has been a fruitful site in the development of interviewing, and feminism equally
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so. Oakley (1981) contrasts textbook ‘recipes’ for interviewing and the feminist approach.

She critiques the conventional interview as a one-way process in which interviewers elicit

information but do not reciprocate, the narrow and objectified role in which interviewees are

cast, and the idea that interviews have no personal meaning beyond providing data for

statistical analysis. Oakley commends an alternative whose orientation is towards validating

women’s subjective experiences as women. Her account is rich with examples of absurdities

that were once conventions of interview practice. See also Cook and Fonow (1986).

In our final epistemological perspective, Silverman (1973) shows how interviews give access

to knowledge of internal conversational practices that work through placing utterances in

sequences of actions. Talk becomes interview talk as members’ managed accomplishment of

a knowable context. For ethnomethodology, that managed accomplishment is a topic for

investigation more than a resource for explanations. The epistemological perspectives

represented here - from psychology, feminism, and ethnomethodology - have critically

influenced contemporary thinking on interview method.

Part II addresses ‘Comparing, contrasting, and integrating types and modes’. The debate

between advocates of standardised and nonstandardised approaches is longstanding. Latterly

it has evolved from a controversy over superiority to an exploration of how the approaches

can be fruitfully articulated.

Maynard and Schaeffer (2000) offer a conceptual treatment of how conversational analysis

illuminates survey interview data collection. They argue that when we attempt to ‘bring

disparate measures into standardized alignment’ as in survey work we should attend to the
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lived experience in the workplace, such as the survey call centre they researched, because we

need to ‘make such standardization ... observable and accountable’. Gobo (2006) provides a

masterful, richly illustrated reading of survey interview conventions. His focus is the attempt

at standardization of interviewer behaviour during the interviewee’s selection of response

alternatives. Gobo demonstrates that interviewer errors are far smaller than respondents’

errors and, to minimize respondents’ errors, we need to broaden, not restrict, the

interviewer’s tasks. Hamilton-Smith and Hopkins (1998) explore Pawson’s approach to

overcoming the schism between quantitative and qualitative interviewing. Working from

sympathy with Pawson’s model, their application of his approach to a policy initiative leads

them to a critical account of its operationalisation. Operationalisation shows the

unstructured/structured interview divide to be more rigid than Pawson maintained.

In ‘New Types of Research Interviews’, recent innovations are first illustrated by Sands and

Krumer-Nevo’s (2006) overview of postmodern interviewing. Their key idea is that

interviewees are not the passive ‘subjects’ some accounts suggest and play a major part in co-

constructing the interview. As evidence they offer a typology of ‘shocks’ - challenges to the

interviewer’s understanding - presented by interviewees. See also Fontana (2001).

A second innovation is online interviewing. Bowker and Tuffin (2004) give an overview of

online qualitative data collection strategies and technologies. The principal example

compares online and offline modes when applied to disability research, and, accordingly,

includes substantial attention to ethics. Meho (2006) complements their overview with a

comprehensive compilation of e-mail interview studies, including helpful procedural tips.

Our update on online modes concludes with Gaiser’s (1997) presentation of a methodology
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for conducting on-line focus groups on a listserver. He addresses the mechanics of

conducting and moderating online focus groups, discusses ethical issues, recruitment, and

developing an interview guide.

We then offer ‘Definitive treatments of established interview types and modes’. Survey

interviews are subject of Bradburn’s (2004) authoritative assessment of knowledge from

cognitive and social psychological research into the question-answer process as a source of

response effects that contribute to non-random measurement error in survey interviews.

Bradburn suggests future priorities on the basis that getting a deeper understanding of the

fundamental mechanisms of communication is one of the grand multidisciplinary challenges

of our time.

One of the procedures highlighted by Bradburn is the focus of Gerber and Wellens’ (1997)

account of using cognitive interviews to do ‘think aloud’ checks on understanding of survey

questionnaires. The authors also discuss retrospective probing, definitional probing and think

aloud practice questions. Another major means of ensuring survey quality is profiled by

Nelson (1985). She discusses ‘informal testing’ (or ‘pretesting’) in constructing survey

interview questionnaires, and shows how to conduct such tests to detect and correct problems

in questionnaires like poor question wording or sequencing, errors in format, and problems

caused by questionnaire length or respondent inability to answer questions.

Sykes and Collins (1992) provide an early account of interviewer/interviewee behaviour

coding, an additional method to cognitive interviews and pretesting for refining survey

interview instruments. Only half the interaction in their examplar related to the ideal
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stimulus-response Q-A-Q-A sequence, which carries messages for survey analysis. Ongena

and Dijkstra (2006) show how the behaviour coding field has developed to become an

established practice. They provide a comprehensive review of coding schemes now in use.

These vary by granularity, and the authors note that if the complexity of the coding scheme is

low, as in using whole Q-A sequences, so will be the amount of information in the data. If

granularity is very fine, as with using utterances as coding unit, much information can be

derived from sequence analyses, but this is laborious.

The next established type we cover is  focus groups. Morgan (1995) advises on problem areas

of focus groups: recruiting, sampling, developing questions, moderating and analyzing. Focus

groups can be seen as having a role in empowering research participants. Such a contribution

is Madriz (1998), who uses focus groups in the framework of feminist methodology,

exploring issues in narrowing the gap between researcher and interviewees, helping

researchers listen to the plural voices of women, and enabling participants to validate their

experiences with other women. Focus groups are here a form of collective testimony, as in

Johnson’s (1996) account of using focus groups to bring about change.

Chandler’s (1954) early insight into the differences in what people say in group and

individual interviews found distortion in favour of toeing the group line: opinions were

suppressed or put less strongly in the group format. Dominant participants showed closest

correspondence of view in group and individual interview. The theme of differential

participation is pursued in Smith-Lovin and Brody’s (1989) illuminating consideration of

gender differences. They test the well-known finding that males interrupt females more than

vice versa. Males discriminated by sex in attempts and in yielding to interruptions, females
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interrupted and yielded the floor equally to males and females. Supportive interruptions

succeeded in gaining the floor more often in single sex groups. All this confirms the need for

care over group composition.

Myers (1998) takes this issue further in his argument that the effectiveness of focus groups

depends on a tension between moderator’s constraints and participants’ interaction. The

situation is not one of simple control by the moderator but a complex collaborative project

operating under the shared assumption that the purpose of the discussion is to display

opinions to the moderator. Myer concludes with a useful list of how focus group reports

could take account of these considerations. Other interesting sources here include Dreachslin

(1988), who discusses taking account of diversity in group composition, and classic sources

like Edmiston (1944) and Thompson and Demerath (1952), both of which initiated topics

relating to ‘group opinion’.

Life History Interviews are first represented by Blackman (1992), whose starting point is that

life histories are increasingly read by the groups who are their subject. Interviewees speak to

their own world through the life history. Increasingly the issues are cultural construction of

the self through narrative, the cross-cultural dialogue of narrator and interviewer, the

translation of oral narrative to text, the life narrative as literature, and a new self-

consciousness in the creation of life accounts. Elsewhere, Rosenthal (1993) and Chambon

(1995) pursue issues relating to narrative dimensions.

Bertaux and Kohli (1984) see two trends in use of life history methods. In North America and

Northern Europe they are used to focus on meaning in individual lives. In the Latin countries
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of Europe and the Americas they are used to get accurate descriptions of interviewees’ life

trajectories in social context, with objectives including comparison, searching for negative

cases and enabling generalisation. Increasing use of life histories reflects trends toward

interpretation over scientific explanation. Elsewhere, Bowes et al (1997) rebut the concept of

a ‘pure life history’, treating bias as a hidden strength, a theme discussed ironically in Belli

and Schuman (1996).

Both of Bertaux and Kohli’s major uses confront the problem of accurate recall. In Freeman

et al (1988) we have a contribution focusing on a practical procedure, the life history

calendar. They describe the concept, uses and advantages; choice of time units and domains;

the mode of  recording responses; interviewer training; and coding. Associated literature

includes Campanelli and Thomas (1994), Beechem et al (1998), and Berney and Blane

(1997).

Our consideration of CATI and CAPI first includes Freeman’s (1983) pioneering statement of

CATI’s potential for survey research. CATI increases control over data collection and

transfers initiative from interviewers to survey designers. Writing at the dawn of the CATI

era, Freeman urges that the technology be used to test the conventions of survey

interviewing. House (1985) offers a practical foil to Freeman, discussing CATI questionnaire

design and requirements that distinguish it from standard interview methods. CATI software

has evolved since House wrote, but her focus on design issues is timeless. These

contributions are followed by Martin et al (1993), who compare CAPI and traditional

methods. No differences in response rates were found. Comparing responses to attitude

questions showed no difference in use of Don’t Know or midpoint options, but CAPI
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respondents were more likely to choose extreme responses.

The comparison theme is central in our ‘Comparing interview modes’ section. Woltman et al

(1980) found the number of victimization reports was less in a mixed mode interviewing

procedure where phone interviews were the major mode. Personal interviews collected more

reports. Respondents preferred live interviews as they could check interviewer credentials

and didn’t like long phone calls. Aquilino (1994) adds refinements, finding that admission of

illicit substance use was most likely in personal interviews with self-administered questions,

less likely in personal interviews without SAQ, and least likely in phone interviews. 

Part III considers ‘Designing interview-based research’, beginning with access issues.

Regarding non-participation, Couper (1997) shows that people with little interest respond to

survey interview invitations by saying they’re not interested, and those with little free time

say they’re too busy. If they do grudgingly participate, both groups are more likely to

‘satisfice’, giving minimal answers to get interviews over with. Elsewhere, Maynard and

Schaeffer (1997) explore the mechanics of the refusal process, and persuasion strategies used

by survey interviewers are subject of Smit and Dijkstra (1991), who found that refusal

depended on the kind of requests made and how much information interviewers provided.

In recent years greatly enhanced attention has been paid to recording and transcription. In our

section ‘Keeping track: recording and representing interview encounters’, Bevis (1949-50)

offers a contribution on recording made quaint by the antique technology but that

nevertheless exposes enduring issues of transcription, ethics, and technique. From the

perspective of a now-mature field, Lee (2004) traces the evolution of devices for recording
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unstructured interviews, and analyses the impact of technologicy on the interview process.

Speer and Hutchby (2003) debunk the conventional view that participants’ awareness of

recording devices threatens the authenticity of the data. For them, orientation to the recording

device becomes an analytic topic used to explore the situated interactional work around such

orientations. Rather than a constraint on naturalness, awareness of being recorded can be an

interactional resource in the interview. Hammersley (2003) argues that this amounts to a call

to abandon naturalism, replacing it with investigating those occasions when people address

the fact that their talk is being recorded. For him, Speer and Hutchby’s approach reflects a

fixation on form over content characterising conversation analysis.

As that debate suggests, matters such as Transcription that formerly seemed hardly worthy of

comment nowadays attract high feeling. A seminal contribution obliging the field to

reconsider its assumptions about the supposedly mundane business of transcription is

Lapadat and Lindsay (1999). Their cross-disciplinary review shows that transcription has an

epistemology. Indeed it is theory-laden: transcription choices enact researchers’ theories and

constrain the interpretations that can be made. Poland (1995) bridges the newer perspective

Lapadat and Lindsay represent and the traditional positivist concern with transcript accuracy.

He reviews and illustrates threats to transcription quality and suggests ways to avoid, detect

and remedy them, while acknowledging that the concept of transcription error is socially

constructed and subject to multiple interpretations. The newest theme in the analytic

treatment of transcription is what things look like from the transcriber’s perspective, an issue

with analytic and ethical dimensions. Etherington (2007) addresses the impact of transcribing

traumatic life stories. Etherington, a psychotherapy counsellor, became aware of the

traumatising potential of transcription in her doctoral research. Years later in another study
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she employed a transcriber, realised the data were traumatising, and interviewed the

transcriber, then shared that transcript with the original participant. The result is an

illuminating account of gains from progressive iterations of what is usually a single data

‘capture’ intervention. A similar study not included here is Tilley (2003), whose transcriber

was a graduate student who offered insights on how the choices transcribers make affect the

analysis.

In our ‘Designing questions and constructing instruments’ section we first consider Question

wording effects, and how to deal with them. Schaeffer (1991) finds significant differences by

race, education and age in the meaning of phrases conveying relative frequency. Since

cognitive psychology suggests that absolute and relative responses are differently constructed

perceptions with different error structures, Schaeffer argues that question design must be

augmented with theories of how people make absolute and relative judgments on the topic.

The issue addressed by Houtkoop-Steenstra and Antaki (1997) is that interviewers revise

questionnaire items to present an optimistic version of standardized questions when

respondents do not answer in terms of the intended response options. In particular, they

change complex question formats to a simple yes/no, and these are typically couched as an

optimistic ‘yes’ option (e.g., ‘Are you feeling all right?’). Real interview dialogue bears no

close resemblance to the interview schedule.

Other relevant contributions include Morton-Williams’ (1979) discussion of criteria for

adequate question performance, Whyte’s (1957) account of the use of indirect questions via a

card ranking technique, van den Berg’s (1996) consideration of how open questions are

responded to by ethnic minority respondents, and Hedge’s (1979) test of whether it is better
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to have an unstated or explicitly stated alternative to the main proposition of the question.

Some wider considerations in Constructing instruments inform our next selections. Bradburn

et al (1978) examine the idea that the perceived normative threat of the topic influences

response. They find that those who report that questions about an activity would make most

people uneasy are less likely to report engaging in it themselves. But the effect of perceived

threat is smaller than that of question structure. Simple adjustments can improve response.

Campanelli et al (1991) examine respondents’ understanding of long-established survey

questions, revealing definitional and comprehension problems suggesting some standard

questions are obsolete. The authors commend respondent debriefing studies to evaluate

questions. The section is capped by Sudman’s (1980) comprehensive, systematic and

authoritative review of question wording problems and effects. It covers making questions

specific; techniques for aided recall and bounded recall; deciding on approprite time periods

to minimise event omission in recall questions; dealing with problems of ‘telescoping’; using

diaries; question length; threatening questions; long questions; embedded questions, and

loaded questions.

Interviewing has been a rich site of methodological innovation. In the ‘Enhancements of

Interview Research Designs’ section we have contributions profiling novel ways of

addressing established problems. Stanton et al (1956) were early advocates of role-playing

techniques in survey interviews. They found that it was easy to train interviewers to

administer such techniques and that they were quickly and reliably scored and yielded valid

results. They suggest analytic purposes for which such techniques may be better than

traditional interviewing procedures. Another technique with roots in psychology is card
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sorting. Cataldo et al (1970) explain the technique, based on sorting cards into groups on a

placement board. The article assesses reliability, validity and response bias, and reactions of

interviewers and respondents, finding it to be a fast and interesting method to get valid and

reliable data.

Often used in social research is the vignette technique. Alexander and Becker (1978) find that

systematically elaborated descriptions of concrete situations produce more valid and reliable

measures of opinion than the abstract questions typical of surveys. By systematically varying

vignette content researchers could measure the determinants of opinion more accurately than

direct questioning. The field is getting more used to the need to incentivize participation in

fieldwork. Since incentives increase response rates in postal survey questionnaires, Singer et

al (1999) tested whether they had the same effect in face to face and telephone interviews.

Incentives (modestly) improved responses rates, prepaid incentives were more effective than

promised incentives, and cash was more effective than gifts. Each incentive dollar yielded

about a third of a percentage point increase in response, with no effect on response quality.

Those interested in innovative interview techniques might also consult Reynolds and Gutman

(1988), whose ‘laddering’ method feeds cognitive maps of respondent decisions. The

laddering is done by a series of directed probes based on distinctions mentioned by

respondents. Also relevant is Hippler and Hippler (1986), whose novel alternative to the ‘foot

in the door’ technique, the ‘door in the face’ technique, involves making a large demand

followed by a smaller one, based on the idea that, if the interviewer abandons their large

request, respondents will comply with a smaller one because of the reciprocity norm in

negotiations.
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Part IV, ‘Conducting interviews’, begins with contributions on ‘Interview technique: probing,

self-disclosure and joint interviews’. Smit et al (1997) explore the effects of interviewer

suggestions. Answers suggested by interviewers were indeed more often chosen in response

to closed questions. This problem of the survey interview may not be present in the same

degree in the unstructured interview. Foddy (1996) criticises tests used to ensure questions

are understood as intended, on the basis that probes aren’t interpreted the same way by

respondents and because cognitive psychological assumptions behind the procedure don’t

reflect processes underlying response. Commending symbolic interactionist assumptions over

those of cognitive psychology, he suggests specific probes and direct probes. Other insightful

literature on probes includes Mangione et al (1992), who found that interviewer effects were

directly related to the rate at which interviewers were obliged to use probes.

A convention has emerged amongst many qualitative researchers that interviewer self-

disclosure can secure respondent engagement and make for higher quality response. Abell et

al (2006) examine the practice in their interviews with young people. There were varying

effects including, on occasion, being received as indicating difference, that is, the opposite of

what was intended. Like Foddy’s work on probes, Abell et al sound a note of caution

regarding some contemporary conventions of qualitative interviewing. A balanced

consideration of another technique, joint interviewing, is offered by Allan (1980), who finds

that observing the interaction in interviewing husbands and wives together gives insights

beyond sole interviews. But Allan also notes that the more segregated the couple and more

intimate the data, the less suitable joint interviewing may be. Elsewhere, Bechhofer et al

(1984) discuss not joint respondents but joint interviewers.
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In our section on ‘Co-producing interview data and working with rapport’, Riesman and

Benney (1955) is a classic statement of scepticism about rapport as an index of interview

quality. They regard it as a prejudice based on psychoanalytic stereotypes assuming that the

more rapport and intimacy the more truthful the response. Rapport encourages respondents to

tailor their responses to what they take as the interviewer’s expectations, leading to a 'flow of

cliché and legend', and the Rogerian non-directive interview produces bland, unengaged,

platitudinous responses. Hiller and DiLuzio (2004) argue that despite interest in co-

production, recent literature ignores the social meanings interviewees bring to the request for

an interview. One rarely gains a sense of the hesitancy, tension, or dissimulation that can

emerge in interviews. While scarcely Panglossian, accounts tend to an optimistic and

reassuring image of interviews in which interactional processes run smoothly and the social

meanings respondents attach to the encounter are benign. Contrary indications are drawn

from their work on Canadian internal migration.

Riesman (1958) is a seminal treatment of uncooperative respondents, the context being a

post-McCarthy era study of academic social scientists’ worries over academic freedom.

Critical responses to the interview were more common in elite institutions while at other

institutions respondents focused more on the interviewer's performance. Differences in

response to being interviewed also related to the kinds of fieldworker employed by the two

survey organisations involved. The contribution opens up the problems faced by social

scientists when they become subjects of their own procedures. Associated studies include

Harkess and Warren (1993), who find that when interviewer and respondent know each other

the effects are problematic more often then not; Platt (1981), who found that interviewing
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peers revealed tacit assumptions about interviewing; and Gilbert (1980), who found that

when interviewing scientists they placed him in the role of student and offered sanitised

accounts of science like those habitually given to students.

In Part V, ‘Field relations’ we first consider ‘Sensitive topics’. Brannen (1988) argues that

depth interviewing permits greater sensitivity to the meaning contexts surrounding responses,

examines power and control in the interview, and emphasises the need to protect respondents

and researchers alike. Tourangeau and Smith (1996) compare CAPI, Computer-Assisted Self-

Administered Interviewing (CASI) and Audio Computer-Assisted Self-Administered

Interviewing (ACASI) as means of studying sexual behaviour. Response rates didn’t differ

but both self-administered modes reduced disparity between males and females in numbers of

reported sex partners. The article includes a model of mode effects and an authoritative

review of mode effects research on sensitive topics.

Owens (2006) presents what she initially deemed a ‘failed’ interview. Re-inspecting the

transcript she perceived a pattern of silencing and realised that this was a constraint in which

she as interviewer was implicated. The pattern indicated the respondent’s shame in

recounting her history of domestic abuse. Commending more perspicacious interviewer

practice, Owens argues that current ideas of what is sensitive limit our understanding of the

nature of the interview.

Associated work not included here includes Johnson and Delamater (1976), who find that

respondent cooperation is neither more nor less problematic in surveys on sex but sex is a

sensitive topic to researchers, leading to creative construction of unobtrusive data collection
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procedures, and Cannon (1989), who asked cancer patients in a longitudinal study to begin

each interview by discussing the previous interview so as to involve them in producing the

data.

In our consideration of ‘Power, gender and interviewer/participant relations’, Enosh and

Buchbinder (2005) is an account of interviewer/interviewee power relations in interviews

about domestic abuse. The authors argue that in most interviews the power to influence the

direction of the narrative is in the interviewee’s hands, but the power shifts when results are

reported. Reports should therefore include the indexical (contextual) dimension of the

interview rather than focusing only on interviewee narratives. 

Turning to gender power, Williams and Heikes (1993) compare data from independent

interview studies of male nurses by a female and a male researcher. Respondents expressed

views based on the biological inevitability of male/female differences to the male researcher,

playing this down with the female. An associated study is Axinn (1991), who found gender

effects in cross-cultural research on response to sensitive questions, while Wise (1987)

argues that interviewing depends more on the interrelation between the relative structural

positions of interviewer and interviewee, and the interviewer’s skill, than on a simple identity

of gender.       

Capping our discussion of power relations, Kvale (2006) critiques common ideas of rapport

and empowering interviewees. He explores alternative ‘agonistic’ techniques which play on

power differences, and the analytic connection between conventional understandings of

interviews and their function in postmodern society as an anchor of consumption and
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subordination. Kvale commends Latour’s idea that objectivity in social science is obtained by

allowing ‘the objects to object’.

In Part VI we address ‘Interviewers: characteristics, qualities, effects’. Collins (1970) found

that interviewers vary by vocabulary (they have favourite words). Data are uneven between

interviewers independent of respondent testimony. Groves and Fultz (1985) compared female

and male interviewers on efficiency and data quality. Males had higher turnover and thus

lower response rates and higher training costs, but there were no differences in per minute

interview costs, missing data rates or response distributions. Ehrlich and Riesman (1961)

explore how age differences between interviewers and respondents affected results in a

survey of adolescent girls. The contribution originated Reisman’s concept of 'parataxic

communication', the idea that both parties to an interview, while thinking they are sharing the

same experience, actually perceive it in radically different ways. It also advocated more

general use of matching, which became widely adopted.            

Schaeffer (1980) found race effects large enough to justify matching by race for interviews

on racial topics for both white and black respondents. Topics most likely to show race effects

are those with explicit racial content, social desirability implications, and those about support

for political and economic institutions. The Schaeffer contribution represents a large body of

research which elsewhere includes Weeks and Moore (1981), which finds that black/white

findings apply to other ethnic groups; Shosteck (1977), who found extreme differences in the

answers which militant and non-militant blacks gave to white interviewers but the answer

patterns which blacks gave blacks and those which black militants gave whites were virtually

the same; Rhodes (1994), who argues that interviewer matching on race can marginalise
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black researchers and that race matching can lead to white researchers leaving out black

respondents; and Davis (1997), who shows that blacks conceal political beliefs from white

interviewers.

If we go the matching route we must consider the impact of interviewers who are chosen or

self-select because their race matches the target population. Tixier y Vigil and Elsasser

(1978) hypothesised that some topics (e.g. sex) would produce fuller and more frank

conversation with an Anglo interviewer while others (e.g. discrimination) would produce

more frank conversation with a Chicana interviewer. There were important differences in

response to the same question when asked by an Anglo or Chicana interviewer. For instance,

regarding birth control the Chicana was told how the women wanted to limit family size

while the Anglo was actually told how they got birth control aids, tacitly admitting

information not volunteered to an interviewer belonging to their own group. But on other

topics there was evidence that respondents tried to steer response to avoid offending Anglo

interviewers. Evaluating the effects of matching is clearly a finer-grained matter than an

across-the-board improver of response rate and validity. Elsewhere Zinn (1979) argues that

insider researchers have unique problems of strained loyalties and conflicting allegiances.

In Part VII we shift our attention to ‘Interviewees’. In the ‘Interviewing Special Respondents:

the vulnerable’ section, Amato and Ochiltree (1987) offer insights into the accuracy of

children’s testimony in interviews and Nespor (1998) discusses tactics and techniques for

gathering information useful to research without patronising children or underestimating their

independent purposes. Hoinville (1983) considers the benefits and problems involved in

interviewing older people, and Sigelmann et al (1981) offer important insights into gathering
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reliable information from people who are mentally impaired.

Amato and Ochiltree (1987) compared response from children age 8-9 and 15-16. They find

that while quality of data from adolescents was significantly higher, the data from younger

children was still high in absolute terms. Children from age 7 could understand and respond

to questions about disrupted family lives, but it was best to put questions in ‘kids language’

and individual interviews were best because group sessions distracted some and posed issues

of privacy. Nespor (1998) criticises the argument that researchers should play down adult

status in interviewing children. He found kids quite able to understand (and exploit) a

researcher’s role. Nespor makes a case for articulating participant inquiry with researcher-

driven inquiry. He gave his recorder to schoolchildren, helped them construct inquiries on

their own topics and then related these to his own interests.            

Hoinville (1983) engages with interviewing older people. While such respondents need more

time than younger respondents, may find interviews stressful, and responses may be low

quality due to inability to read showcards or deafness or senility, the elderly are cooperative,

interviewer training helps, and schedules can be designed so they’re easier to understand.

Sigelman et al (1981) used an item reversal technique (asking ‘are you usually happy’ and

then later ‘are you usually sad’) to evaluate the mentally impaired as interview respondents.

Rates of acquiescence proved alarmingly high (up to 50% contradicting themselves).

Acquiescence, which varied by topic, had major effects on response content (with up to

three-quarters answering ‘yes’ to questions like ‘does it snow here in the summer’, here being

Texas). The use of question formats other than yes/no, whose validity has been checked in

advance, is recommended.            
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In ‘Interviewing Special Respondents: elites’ we include Smigel’s  (1958) study of Wall

Street lawyers. These respondents themselves had skill as interviewers, had specialised

functions which Smigel had to show he understood, were under time pressure, were reluctant

to be interviewed because of client confidentiality and because partnership finance

arrangements were private, and they felt that law firms shouldn’t be researched for reasons of

ethics. For Smigel the key thing was to engender interest. He explains tactics for doing so. 

Part VIII addresses ‘Analysing interview data’. In the ‘Handling context, subjectivity,

perspective and scope’ section we include the famous but hard-to-find two-part account by

Riesman and Glazer (1950 and 1951) in which they offer the most open and detailed early

account of interpreting data from unstructured interviewing. They describe the approach as

being to apply a ‘maximum of interpretation’ to a ‘minimum amount of material’, involving

repeated reading of the data. They write of their technique as being to treat the interview as a

gestalt, where single answers mean little other than as components of clusters of response.

To validate their interpretation they used follow-up interviews with an element of

retrodiction to inferred earlier events (presumed to have happened to respondents prior to the

original interview), comparison to documents about respondents (school records),

graphological analysis, and Rorschach tests. Among issues highlighted are ethical and

evaluative considerations, the extent to which interpretive work depends on familiarity with

the milieu and argot of the respondent, the coding of interview data, and the role of theory

and typologies in analysis. The discussion is based on the interview of ‘Clyde Higgins’, a

doctoral candidate of working class origin. The revealing second part of the article shows

how the authors resolved a major analytical contradiction - that between Higgins’ high
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intelligence and ‘other-directed’ character and his seemingly unquestioning respect for

government institutions.             

Agar (1980) further uncovers the analytic process by treating life history data using

psychology, linguistics and anthropology in turn. Each illuminates different qualities of the

interviewee. Linguistic approaches offer a schema for the organisation of the text. The

hermeneutic aspect comes from the anthropological perspective. The psychological approach

gives a schema for the narrator and the principal object of his narrative, his relationship with

another addict. The three threads have to be disentangled, then re-tangled and compared to

the data. Elsewhere, Wetherell (1998) similarly discusses the relation of Discourse Analysis

and Conversation Analysis.

We then turn to a series of ‘Contemporary articulations of interview analysis’ and first, the

accounts perspective. Baruch (1981) treats participants’ reports of medical encounters as

situated accounts constructed to display competence as an interview respondent. Parents’

‘atrocity stories’ of encounters with doctors in the context of their child’s illness are accounts

deployed to depict the parents as moral beings who, while having accepted doctors’

assurances their child was OK (when they later proved not to be), did all that a normal parent

could be expected to do, while doctors failed to do what they could be expected to do.

Using a detailed example Rapley (2001) shows how interviewees and interviewers work to

construct themselves as certain types of people in relation to the interview topic and

reflexively the interview itself. The data are highly dependent on the specific local

interactional context which is produced in and through the talk and accompanying identity
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work of the interviewee and interviewer. Awareness of this local context of data production

is central to analysing interview data whatever the analytic stance.

Associated work elsewhere includes Baker (1983), who shows how each participant’s theory

of the other is apparent in their questions (interviewer) and responses (interviewee), and

Watson and Weinberg (1982), who examine how identity is built up within the context of

interviews with homosexuals.   

Representing new feminist perspectives, Frith and Kitzinger note that existing interview-

based research, including feminist work, treats interview data as offering a ‘transparent’

window to behaviour. They rebut this as naive, using interviews with young women about

‘emotion work’ in refusing men’s requests for sex. They show how emotion work can be read

as a participant resource. When young women talk about their experiences of sexual

negotiation, the authors argue that we should ask what such talk is doing in the context in

which it is actually produced. The women are not just faithfully reporting their experience

but managing their identities, meeting the expectations of those present in the interview or

group, and accounting for their sexual behaviour in socially plausible ways. The article

includes an illuminating parallel analysis, one conducted using conventional feminist analysis

and the other drawing on Frith and Kitzinger’s perspective.              

In ‘Ethnomethodology and conversation analysis’ , Roulston (2006) makes good the relative

paucity of discussions concerning interview methods in ethnomethodology. She explores the

use of 'membership categorisation analysis', the ethnomethodological angle on interview

modes, and provides a helpful commentary on a host of contributions, including classic
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contributions featured in the present collection.            

 In a seminal piece comprising our reflexive interview and performativities section, Denzin

(2001) promotes the reflexive interview and its location within the interview society. He

embeds it in concepts of performance interview, narrative collage, postmodern interviewing,

performative writing and ethnodrama. The work is richly illustrated by filmic and

performative examples. Denzin sees his new interpretive form not as an information

gathering tool per se but a form of our moral community as researchers. Elsewhere,

Brinkmann (2007), inspired by Denzin, advocates a turn from doxastic interviewing towards

an epistemic form of interviewing modelled on the Socratic dialogue.

Part IX, ‘Does it do what it says on the label?: the utility of interview research’, begins with

‘Bias and cross-cultural interviewing’. Hurh and Kim (1981), taking the case of Korean

immigrants to the US, examine problems of transcultural equivalence, linguistic and

conceptual problems, interactional difficulties, and sampling problems. They also advise on

solutions. Hole (2007) examines the case of deaf interviewees as a form of cross-culture

interviewing. As a hearing researcher, she highlights issues of member validation and the

need for the researcher in such cases to employ active interpretation even to derive a

transcript, in that American Sign Language has no written form and has its own syntax and

grammar. Elsewhere, Newby et al (1998) give an account of (non-linguistic) difficulties of

cross-cultural interviewing, and the signal importance of pilot qualitative interviews in

interpreting main stage survey interviews.

In the final section, ‘Integrating and validating interview-based research’, we seek to show
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recognition of, and response to, issues of validity in both the quantitative and qualitative

fields. Solutions in both involve integrating knowledge from different data sources, often

from the ‘other side’ of the standardised/nonstandardised divide. Representing the former

perspective are contributions by Molenaar (1991), and Desvouges and Frey (1989), while the

latter is represented by Cicourel (1967) and Silverman (1998).

Molenaar (1991) summarises reliability studies, validity studies and non-response studies on

survey interviewing. This is a comprehensive review of validity/reliability issues in

interviewing for quantification. Desvouges and Frey (1989) demonstrate that the insights

relating to co-construction engendered by methodological research on qualitative interviews

can be usefully applied in designing quantitative research. Preliminary focus groups proved

effective in developing visual aids, evaluating experimental design alternatives, assessing

question order, constructing measures, identifying knowledge levels among a population, and

overcoming question wording problems. Even with SAQ techniques, the elderly and poorly

educated couldn’t answer risk questions or relate to hypothetical situations. Individual

interviews may be better for them. High quality associated work includes Blair and Sudman’s

(1996) study of reactions to being re-interviewed, a common survey validity check. Over half

of respondents rejected quality control explanations of the need for re-interview, 40% were

bothered by being re-interviewed, and 54% tried to remember their original answers and give

the same ones again.

     

Our final duo of articles includes Cicourel (1967). Noting the predominance of surveys in

family planning research, he puts an alternative in which utterances are understood as

oriented to their socially organised context and the interviewer/respondent relationship.
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Qualitative material isn’t just a supplement but enables meaning to be assigned. Statistical

procedures don’t seek to understand utterances as intended by users and are divorced from

the reality of everyday communication and life experiences. This seminal piece includes

detailed case study examples of how contexts in which interviews took place affected data

interpretation.            

Silverman (1998) is a characteristically forthright critique of lack of rigour and analytic

sophistication in much interview research, based on a review of four randomly-selected

studies. Principal criticisms are failure to exploit social science conceptual apparatuses;

failure to satisfy criteria of reliability and validity; failure to exploit the full range of available

methodologies; failure to offer new insights to policymakers and practitioners. Silverman

calls for more use of observation (for triangulation purposes), and argues that interview

studies can approach quantitative standards of reliability by systematic transcription.

Whatever our stance, interviewing remains amonst the most dynamic, provocative and

ultimately productive fields of research methodology.
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